In a recent paper, P.G. Trotter and the author introduced a \regular" semidirect product U V of e-varieties U and V. Among several speci c situations investigated there was the case V = RZ, the e-variety of right zero semigroups. Applying a covering theorem of McAlister, it was shown there that in several important cases (for instance for the e-variety of inverse semigroups), U RZ is precisely the evariety LU of \locally -U" semigroups.
generated by the semigroups of regular elements of the wreath products (or the semidirect products satisfying a certain unitariness condition) of members of U with members of V.
In that paper they investigated several situations in depth, for instance where U or V is a group variety, with applications to the description of bifree semigroups in well known e-varieties. The former situation was studied further by Reilly and Zhang in 9];
in 10], various cases in which U consists of completely simple semigroups were treated.
In 6, x4] Jones and Trotter investigated products of the form U RZ, where RZ
denotes the e-variety of right zero semigroups. By applying certain coverings of regular semigroups by regular Rees matrix semigroups, developed by McAlister in a series of papers (e.g. 7, 8] ), they showed, for instance, that for U the e-variety of inverse semigroups, or of orthodox semigroups, or of E-solid semigroups, the equation LU = U RZ holds.
In 5], certain parallels with results on pseudovarieties of nite semigroups (speci cally, Tilson's \Delay Theorem" 13, Theorem 17.1]) led the author to conjecture that the validity of this equation was equivalent to a certain graphical condition on U, namely its e-locality: U is e-local if every regular semigroupoid whose local semigroups belong to U regularly divides some semigroup in U. The purpose of this paper is to show that this conjecture is very nearly true. In the monoidal situation it is literally so. In the semigroup situation, the answer is very close to e-locality { the equation holds if and only if every regular category C whose local semigroups belong to U regularly divides some semigroup in U.
Since many important e-varieties of regular semigroups are known to be e-local, various useful equations follow. For instance, from e-locality of the e-variety CR of completely regular semigroups it follows that LCR = CR RZ (as conjectured in 5] and unobtainable from McAlister's covering theorems). We refer the reader to x3 for many similar results.
While this paper was circulated in preprint form, K. Auinger and P.G. Trotter 1] made use of our results to deduce descriptions for the pseudovarieties generated by many important classes of ( nite) regular semigroups.
The equations above essentially follow from various equivalent descriptions of the evarieties U RZ themselves. (We con ne ourselves in this introduction to the case where U is an e-variety of semigroups, rather than of monoids.) In Theorem 2.1 we prove that a regular semigroup S belongs to U RZ if and only if a certain category S E , whose local monoids are the local monoids of S, regularly divides a member of U. This result is in a way a`regular' version of the Delay Theorem of Tilson 13] . However, our proof has more in common with the matrix covering theorems of McAlister mentioned above.
In fact, we prove that the above conditions are equivalent to S regularly dividing some regular Rees matrix semigroup over U. Thus in this situation any regular semigroup whose local semigroups belong to U regularly divides such a matrix semigroup. For instance, every regular locally completely regular semigroup regularly divides a regular Rees matrix semigroup over a completely regular semigroup. In view of the remarks above, the analogous result holds for many other important e-varieties. An interesting dichotomy arises in the course of the investigation: that between those e-varieties contained in CR and those that are not { that is, those that contain the combinatorial Brandt semigroups. In the latter case, e-locality of U may be`tested' by the following criterion: for any regular semigroupoid whose local semigroups belong to U, its consolidation (the semigroup obtained by setting all unde ned products equal to zero) belongs to U. In that case it turns out that any regular semigroup whose local semigroups belong to U regularly divides a regular Rees matrix semigroup over its consolidation. In the completely regular case, no such`simple' test appears to exist. To some extent this explains the di culties that appear to be inherent in proving e-locality within the latter context (c.f. 5, 11]). As a side bene t of the above we obtain, in the non-completely regular cases, representations of semigroups whose local semigroups belong to U as locally isomorphic images of regular subsemigroups of Rees matrix semigroups over U. These results are much easier to prove and are more general than the cited results of McAlister. However, his results are stronger { he obtains the relevant semigroups as locally isomorphic images of the semigroup of all regular elements of some Rees matrix semigroup over a member of U. In the varietal context, of course, such strong results are not needed. However, the connection between matrix coverings and categories (or semigroupoids) may yet be fruitfully exploited in that direction. See the remark at the end of x2.
Preliminaries
The paper 6] provides a comprehensive background on e-varieties of regular semigroups (x1); on semidirect products of regular semigroups and of e-varieties (x3); and on semigroupoids and categories, and their relation with semigroups and categories (x2). In the current paper, therefore, we shall provide a bare minimum of de nitions and background, referring the reader to 6] for further details. The set of idempotents of a semigroup S will be denoted E S , and its set of regular elements by Reg S. In general, neither is a subsemigroup of S. McAlister 7] showed that if S is a regular semigroup then the regular elements of any Rees matrix semigroup M(I ; S; ; P) over S form a (regular) subsemigroup, which he called a regular Rees matrix semigroup.
Let S and T be arbitrary semigroups. A relational morphism : S ! T is a fully de ned relation from S to T such that s 1 s 2 (s 1 s 2 ) for all s 1 ; s 2 2 S; is a division if for distinct s 1 ; s 2 2 S, s 1 and s 2 are disjoint. The graph # of is the associated subsemigroup of S T. Now suppose S and T are regular. Then is regular if its graph is a regular subsemigroup of S T or, equivalently, if whenever s 2 S and t 2 s then there exist s 0 2 V (s) and t 0 2 V (t) such that t 0 2 s 0 . It can be shown that there is a regular division S ! T if and only if S regularly divides T, in the sense that there is a regular subsemigroup R of T and a morphism of R onto S. In that case, we write S r T. (This is 9, Lemma 4.5], and is also a special case of a result on semigroupoids: see below). The composition of two regular divisions of regular semigroups need not itself be regular ( 9, Example 4.4]). However every injective morphism between regular semigroups is of course regular (regarded as a division). It is easily seen that following a regular division by an injective morphism yields another regular division. If : S ! T is a regular division of semigroups, we say it is locally isomorphic if its inverse relation (which is a morphism of S upon S) is a local isomorphism, that is, ? We turn now to the study of classes of regular semigroups. An e-variety of regular semigroups is a class of regular semigroups that is closed under homomorphic images, direct products and regular subsemigroups, or equivalently, in view of the preceding paragraph, closed under homomorphic images and regular division.
Let us list some of the e-varieties that will be encountered in the sequel: G, RZ, CS, S, B, NB, SG, CR, I denote the e-varieties of groups, right zero semigroups, completely simple semigroups, semilattices, bands, normal bands, semilattices of groups, completely regular semigroups and inverse semigroups, respectively; CSI denotes the e-variety of combinatorial strict inverse semigroups (that generated by the ve-element combinatorial Brandt semigroup); and ES denotes that of E-solid regular semigroups (those whose idempotents generate a completely regular subsemigroup).
Some ways of obtaining new e-varieties from old are as follows. Let U be an evariety. Then LU denotes the e-variety comprising the regular semigroups whose local monoids { those of the form eSe; e 2 E S { belong to U. For example, CS = LG and CSI = LS \ I. The e-variety CU comprises the regular semigroups whose idempotents generate a semigroup from U. For example, CS = I and CCR = ES. Other examples include the e-varieties CB = O of orthodox semigroups and CNB = GI of generalized inverse semigroups. Now let U, V be e-varieties. Their Mal'cev product UmV is the e-variety generated by those regular semigroups S that possess a congruence such that (a) S= 2 V and (b) each idempotent -class belongs to U.
It cannot in general be presumed that the e-variety generated by a set of regular semigroups consists of those regular semigroups that regularly divide a direct product of members of the set. However, it is easily seen that it does consist of those that are obtained as the result of a nite sequence of regular divisions of such a product. (However, within the classes of locally inverse semigroups and of E-solid semigroups, the \usual" rule does apply).
E-varieties of regular monoids are de ned in the obvious way and will be considered further in x4.
Our rst result may well be folklore, but since it will yield a dichotomy that is important in the sequel, we include a proof. PROPOSITION Given e-varieties U;V, at least one of which is contained in CS, their semidirect product U V is the e-variety generated by the semigroups Reg (S T) where S 2 U and T 2 V, subject to the (minor) restriction that if T is a monoid, then it acts left unitarily on S. According to 6, Theorem 3.1], the conditions on U and V are exactly those needed in order that this product be well de ned. In particular, the product U RZ is always well de ned. By 6, Corollary 3.6(i)], U RZ LU. The purpose of this paper is to investigate when equality holds.
The nal topic to be reviewed is that of semigroupoids (see 6, x2]). A graph G is a pair (V; E) of sets, together with a pair of maps h; t : E ! V . For e 2 E, h(e) is the head of e and t(e) is its tail. We write V = V G, the set of vertices of G, and E = EG, the set of edges of G. For each pair (x; y) of vertices of G; G(x; y) denotes the homset or edge set fu 2 E : t(u) = x; h(u) = yg. We often write u : x ! y instead of u 2 G(x; y). The edges in a given homset are said to be coterminal.
A semigroupoid is a graph C = (V; E) together with a map m : f(e; f) 2 E E : h(e) = t(f)g ! E which we shall write as juxtaposition, such that the usual partial associativity law is satis ed. For any c 2 V , C(c; c) is a semigroup, the local semigroup at c, which we may denote by C c . Note that C c may be empty. A category is a semigroupoid C with the additional property that for each vertex c of C, there is an edge 1 c 2 C c such that e1 c = e for all e : a ! c and 1 c f = f for all f : c ! d, a; d 2 V C. The local semigroups then become monoids. A morphism : G ! H of graphs is a pair ( V ; E ) of functions V : V G ! V H and E : EG ! EH satisfying h(e) V = h(e E ) and t(e) V = t(e E ) for each edge e of G. ( We generally omit the subscripts in practice). A morphism of semigroupoids is a morphism of the underlying graphs that respects composition. A morphism of categories must, in addition, respect the identity edges. A morphism is faithful if it is injective on homsets, and quotient if it is bijective on vertices and surjective on homsets.
A relation : G ! H of graphs is a pair ( V ; E ), consisting of a function V : V G ! V H and a fully de ned relation E : EG ! EH such that G(x; y) E H(x V ; y V ), for all vertices x; y of G. Its graph # is the subgraph of G H with vertex and edge sets the graphs of V and E , respectively. A relational morphism : C ! D of semigroupoids is a relation ( V ; E ) of the underlying graphs such that e E f E (ef) E for all consecutive edges e; f of C or, equivalently, such that # is a subsemigroupoid of C D. A relational morphism is a division if for distinct coterminal edges e; f of C, e E and f E are disjoint. Every faithful morphism is a division and the composition of divisions is a division.
An edge x of a semigroupoid C is regular if there is an edge a such that xax = x; C itself is regular if each of its edges is: then, as for semigroups, for each edge x the set V (x) = fa 2 EC : xax = x; axa = ag of inverses of x is nonempty.
A relational morphism : C ! D of regular semigroupoids is regular if its graph is a regular subsemigroupoid of C D, that is, for all pairs (e; f) 2 # E , there exist inverses e 0 and f 0 of e and f in EC and ED, respectively, such that (e 0 ; f 0 ) 2 # E .
We say that a regular semigroupoid C regularly divides a regular semigroupoid D if there is a regular semigroupoid E, a quotient morphism E ! C and a faithful morphism E ! D. According to 6, Result 2.1], a regular semigroupoid C regularly divides a regular semigroupoid D if and only if there is a regular division : C ! D. When specialized to semigroups, these de nitions agree with those introduced earlier in this section. We thus use the notation C r D to mean that C regularly divides D. As for semigroups, the composition of two regular divisions need not be regular. However, it is easily checked that any faithful morphism between regular semigroupoids is regular (regarded as a division); and following a regular division by a faithful morphism yields another regular division. These facts will be generally be used without further comment. With any e-variety W of regular semigroups we may associate two e-varieties of semigroupoids. Let lW consist of the regular semigroupoids all of whose local subsemigroups belong to W. (For instance, lO consists of the orthodox semigroupoids.) It is easily veried that lW is an e-variety of semigroupoids (those that are locally W) that contains W. Let gW be the e-variety of regular semigroupoids generated by W. Thus gW lW.
Call an e-variety W of regular semigroups e-local if lW = gW.
Note that e-varieties of semigroupoids are closed under regular division. As for evarieties of regular semigroups, it does not follow from the de nitions that if W is an evariety of regular semigroups then gW consists of all regular semigroupoids that regularly divide a semigroup in W. Rather remarkably, however, this is in fact so, as we prove below (1.9).
E-varieties of categories are de ned similarly (by analogy with e-varieties of monoids).
Denote by Cat the e-variety consisting of all regular categories. All the de nitions above have their analogues for categories (see x4 for more on this situation). We now proceed with the connections between (regular) semigroups and (regular) semigroupoids that will be used in the sequel. These are loosely based on the original context to be found in 13], where, however, there is of course no mention of regularity, and only the categorical situation is investigated in depth.
Let S be any semigroup. Then S E is de ned as the category with vertex set E S and, for e; f 2 E S , S E (e; f) = f(e; x; f) : x 2 eSfg; the product of consecutive edges (e; x; f); (f; y; g) is (e; xy; g); thus for each e 2 E S , 1 e = (e; e; e). The following properties are easily veri ed. PROPOSITION 1.2 If S is a regular semigroup then S E is a regular category, with (f; fx 0 e; e) an inverse for (e; x; f), for any inverse x 0 of x 2 eSf. For each e 2 E S , the local monoid (S E ) e of S E is isomorphic to the (local) submonoid eSe of S. Hence for any e-variety U of regular semigroups, S E 2 lU if and only if S 2 LU.
On the other hand, with any semigroupoid C there is associated the semigroup C cd , its consolidation. If C is already a semigroup then C cd = C, otherwise C cd = EC f0g, where 0 is a new element, with product that of C, when de ned, and 0 otherwise. (Our de nition is a variant of that in 13]). LEMMA 1.3 Let A be a regular semigroup and R a right zero semigroup that acts on A. Then (Reg (A R)) E r A.
Proof. The idempotents of A R are the ordered pairs (a; r) such that r a = a. De ne a graph morphism : (A R) E ! A as follows: is de ned in the only possible way on vertices; and if ((a; r); (b; s); (c; t)) is an edge of (A R) E (so that a r b = b and s = st = t), then its image under is r b.
We prove that is a faithful morphism of semigroupoids. By the remarks above, its restriction to (Reg (A R)) E is then a regular division. Observe rst that injectivity on homsets is immediate from the parenthetical statement in the previous paragraph. Next suppose e 1 = ((a 1 ; r 1 ); (b 1 ; s 1 ); (c 1 ; t 1 )) and e 2 = ((c 1 ; t 1 ); (b 2 ; s 2 ); (c 2 ; t 2 )) are consecutive edges of (A R) E . Again, s 1 = t 1 Proof. Suppose : S ! T is the division. For each e 2 E S , x an idempotent e , say, in e (possible, by`Lallement's Lemma ' 4] ). De ne : S E ! T E as follows. For e 2 V S E = E S , put e = e . For (e; x; f) 2 S E (e; f), let (e; x; f) = fe g e x f ff g. Since is a relational morphism, e x f x and is a well de ned relation of graphs. That is injective and a relational morphism of semigroupoids follows easily from the corresponding properties of . Since 1 e = 1 e = (e ; e ; e ) 2 (e; e; e) = 1 e , is also a relational morphism of categories.
To show is regular, let (e; x; f) 2 S E (e; f) and suppose (e ; y; f ) 2 (e; x; f) . Since y 2 x , there exist inverses x 0 ; y 0 of x; y, respectively, such that y 0 2 x 0 . Then (f; fx 0 e; e) and (f ; f y 0 e ; e ) are inverses of (e; x; f) and (e ; y; f ), respectively, and (f ; f y 0 e ; e ) 2 (f; fx 0 e; e) , as required. LEMMA 1.5 Let C be any semigroupoid. Then there is a faithful morphism C ! C cd of semigroupoids. If C is regular then C cd is a regular semigroup. In that case C r C cd .
Proof. Of course if C is already a semigroup there is nothing to prove, so assume otherwise. De ne : C ! C cd in the obvious way on vertices and by the natural injection on edges. Clearly is a faithful morphism of semigroupoids. When C is regular, then clearly so is C cd and regularity of is immediate. Proof. See . . . r C n r A. Now by Lemma 1.7, C cd r (C 1 ) cd B X , for some set X. Similarly, for 1 i < n, (C i ) cd r (C i+1 ) cd B X i for some set X i ; and (C n ) cd r A B Xn , for some set X n . Now all semigroups B Y belong to W, and W is closed under regular division, so a simple induction yields C cd 2 W. Finally, by Lemma 1.5, C r C cd . Thus the second statement is also proved.
Clearly, when W CR, the second statement of the proposition fails, since the consolidation of a semigroupoid can never be completely regular (unless it is a completely regular semigroup to begin with). The dichotomy exhibited here explains, in a way, why proving locality is inherently much more di cult in the case of completely regular (e-) varieties.
Membership in semidirect products of semigroup e-varieties
In this section we prove a`regular' analogue of the`Delay Theorem' of 13], in the semigroup (rather than monoid) setting. Proof. Let U be such an e-variety and S a regular semigroup. Suppose (i) holds. Then there exists a semidirect product A R, where A 2 U and R 2 RZ, and regular semigroups S 1 ; S 2 ; S n such that S r S 1 r S 2 . . . r S n r Reg (A R). By 1.4, S E r (S 1 ) E r (S 2 ) E r . . . r (S n ) E r (Reg (A R)) E , all the divisions being category divisions. By Lemma 1.3, the last category in this sequence regularly divides A. Hence (ii) holds.
That (ii) implies (iii) and, if U 6 CR, (ii) implies (vi), follows from Proposition 1.9.
Also, by Lemma 1.5, S E r (S E ) cd , and therefore (vi) implies (iii).
To show (iv) implies (v), it is su cient, by the earlier remarks on regular division, to show that every Rees matrix semigroup M(I ; S; ; P) over U embeds in a semidirect product of some member of U with some right zero semigroup. Now by 6, Proposition 4.1], M(I ; S; ; P) embeds in (Swr ) I, where and I are endowed with right zero and left zero multiplication, respectively. By considering the arguments of 6, Lemma 4.2], we see that since U 6 RZ, I embeds in a wreath product Twr R, for some T 2 U;R 2 RZ.
Clearly, (S ) I embeds in (S ) (T R), whence, by Result 1.8, in (S T)wr ( R), which has the requisite property. Clearly, (v) implies (i).
Since in the sequel we shall investigate further the proof of the remaining implication, it is convenient to state the following more speci c result, from which that implication immediately follows. The nal statement of the theorem is a consequence of the nal statement of this proposition, for there is a faithful morphism from S E to (S E ) cd , by Lemma 1.5. PROPOSITION 2.2 Let S be a regular semigroup and suppose that is a regular division from the category S E to a regular semigroup T. For each pair e; f of idempotents of S, choose an element p ef 2 (e; ef; f) , in such a way that each p ee is idempotent. Put E = E S , considered simply as a set. Let P be the E E matrix (p ef ) over T. Then To show is a division, suppose (e; t; f) 2 x 1 \x 2 , so that t 2 (e; x 1 ; f) \(e; x 2 ; f) . Since is a division and (e; x 1 ; f); (e; x 2 ; f) are coterminal, these two edges are equal, whence x 1 = x 2 , as required.
To show is regular (from which it will follow that S Reg M(E ; T; E; P)), suppose (e; t; f) 2 x , so that t 2 (e; x; f) \p ee Tp ff . Now since is regular, there exist an inverse t 0 of t in T, and an inverse edge (e; x; f) 0 of (e; x; f) in S E , such that t 0 2 (e; x; f) 0 . But (e; x; f) 0 is necessarily of the form (f; x 0 ; e), for some inverse x 0 of x in fSe and, as above, p ff t 0 p ee 2 (f; x 0 ; e) also. Since t = p ee tp ff , it is easily veri ed that p ff t 0 p ee is again an inverse of t, (f; p ff t 0 p ee ; e) is an inverse for (e; t; f) in Reg M(E ; T; E; P) and (f; p ff t 0 f ee ; e) 2 x 0 . Thus is regular.
We now turn to the nal statement of the proposition. The inverse relation ?1 is a morphism of S upon S. By 7, Lemma 1.3], ?1 is a local isomorphism if and only if it is injective on each set a 1 S a 2 , a 1 ; a 2 2 S .
First suppose that has the stated property. Let a i = (e i ; t i ; f i ) 2 x i , so that t i 2 (e i ; x i ; f i ) , i = 1; 2; and suppose b j = (u j ; r j ; v j ) 2 y , so that r j 2 (u j ; y; v j ) , and r j 2 p u j u j Tp v j v j , j = 1; 2, are such that each belongs to a 1 S a 2 . By comparing the rst components, the latter requirement yields that u 1 = e 1 = u 2 ; similarly, v 1 = f 2 = v 2 . By the hypothesis on , we have r 1 = r 2 . Hence b 1 = b 2 , as required.
Conversely, suppose ?1 is a local isomorphism. Let x 2 S and e; f 2 E S , such that x 2 eSf. Suppose t 1 ; t 2 2 (e; x; f) \ p ee Tp ff . Then (e; t 1 ; f); (e; t 2 ; f) 2 x and it is easily veri ed that each belongs to (e; p ee ; e)S (f; p ff ; f). Hence (e; t 1 ; f) = (e; t 2 ; f) and t 1 = t 2 .
This completes the proof of the theorem. The second statement of the following corollary is quite remarkable, in view of the comments in the preceding section (and those in 6, x3] speci c to semidirect products of e-varieties). 
Remark
The nal statement of the theorem is of independent interest, in view of a sequence of papers by McAlister (e.g. 7, 8]) on locally isomorphic coverings of semigroups by regular Rees matrix semigroups. We wish to point out at this point that the argument in Proposition 2.2 specializes to provide a quick direct proof of that statement, indeed in such a way that categories need never be mentioned, (though the context of the theorem makes it clear that they are involved, implicitly at least).
For if S is any regular semigroup, (S E ) cd is simply the semigroup with underlying set S e2E S (feg eSf ff g) f0g, the product (e; x; f)(g; y; h) being (e; xy; h) if f = g, all other products being 0. Now for each e; f 2 E = E S , set p ef = (e; ef; f). Then it is routinely veri ed (as in the proof of Proposition 2.2) that setting x = f(e; (e; x; f); f) : x 2 eSfg yields a locally isomorphic division : S ! Reg M(E ; (S E ) cd ; E; P).
The author presumes that this direct construction is already known, but has been unable to nd a reference to it in the literature.
McAlister's results are of an intrinsically stronger nature { he nds local isomorphisms from the whole regular Rees matrix semigroup onto the given semigroup, under certain hypotheses. It is clear that the inverse relation ?1 of the division above is not de ned on regular elements such as (e; 0; e). McAlister de nes a new operation (in fact, various possible operations) on the set ES E itself (in our notation) and denotes the resulting semigroup`W'. There is an obvious faithful semigroupoid morphism S E ! W. Whilst W itself may not belong to the class U under consideration, a locally isomorphic image T may su ce, since the composition S E ! W ! T is again a faithful semigroupoid morphism.
The construction in Proposition 2.2 then yields the original semigroup S as a locally isomorphic image of a regular subsemigroup of a Rees matrix semigroup over W (or T). The tightness of the construction of W enabled McAlister to prove that S is in fact such an image of the entire regular Rees matrix semigroup. It is possible to provide necessary and su cient conditions on the division in our Proposition 2.2 in order that the image of S under (or some modi cation of ) should be the whole regular Rees matrix semigroup. However, the conditions are technical and arti cial, and we know of no other instances than those of McAlister. Since this path deviates from our aim of investigating e-varieties, we omit the details.
3 The equation LU = U RZ for semigroup e-varieties THEOREM 3.1 The following are equivalent for an e-variety U of regular semigroups, not contained in RZ:
(i) LU = U RZ; (ii) lU\ Cat = gU \ Cat, (where Cat denotes the e-variety of all regular categories); (iii) Every regular category whose local monoids belong to U regularly divides a semigroup in U, (iv) Every regular semigroup whose local monoids belong to U regularly divides a regular Rees matrix semigroup over U; (v) Every regular semigroup whose local monoids belong to U regularly divides Reg (A R), for some semigroup A 2 U and some right zero semigroup R. If, further, U 6 CR, these conditions are also equivalent to (vi) Every regular semigroup whose local monoids belong to U is a locally isomorphic image of a regular subsemigroup of a Rees matrix semigroup over U. Proof. Suppose LU = U RZ and let C be a regular category belonging to lU. Clearly we may assume C is not itself a monoid. We then consider two cases. If U CS, then the local monoids of C are groups from U. It is known that U \ G is e-local (see below) and so C regularly divides a group from U. Otherwise U contains S. Then consider the semigroup C cd : its nonzero idempotents are the idempotent edges of C, whence for each such idempotent e, eC cd e is isomorphic with the monoid obtained by adjoining an (extra) zero to eC e e and therefore belongs to U by 4, Lemma 4.6.10]). Hence C cd 2 LU. Applying (i) and Theorem 2.1 it follows that (C cd ) E regularly divides a semigroup in U, whence belongs to gU. By Lemma 1.6, C r (C cd ) E , whence C also belongs to gU. Since gU lU, (ii) holds.
That (ii) implies (iii) follows from Proposition 1.9. Now suppose (iii) holds and let S be a semigroup in LU. By Proposition 1.2, the category S E belongs to lU. Applying (iii) and Theorem 2.1, S regularly divides a regular Rees matrix semigroup over U and thus (iv) holds. Corollary 2.3 proves the equivalence of (i), (iv) and (v). The equivalence with (vi) is immediate from Theorem 2.1.
As in the previous section, it is easy to see that the theorem fails for U RZ.
Clearly condition (ii) in the theorem is closely related to e-locality. For e-varieties of semigroups that are generated by their monoids, the connection is explicit. Such evarieties are easily veri ed to be those with the property that whenever they contain a semigroup S they also contain the monoid S 1 . They are sometimes termed`monoidal'. COROLLARY 3.2 Let U be an e-variety of regular semigroups that is not contained in RZ. If U is e-local then LU = U RZ. If U is monoidal then the converse also holds. Proof. Clearly if U is e-local, condition (ii) of the theorem is satis ed. Now suppose the conditions of the theorem are satis ed and U is monoidal (whence, of course, U 6 = RZ). Let C be any regular semigroupoid in lU. Denote by C 1 the regular category obtained by adjoining an identity edge to each local semigroup, if there is not already one there, products being de ned in the obvious way. Then C r C 1 , under the natural embedding.
Since for each vertex v of C, (C 1 ) v = (C v ) 1 and C v 2 U, the assumption on U and the comments above together show that C 1 2 lU. By (ii) of the theorem, C 1 2 gU. Hence C 2 gU, as required.
That Corollary 3.2 does not hold in general follows rather indirectly from an example of Reilly and Zhang 10, Example 5.4]. It is shown there that there is an (e-) variety W of completely simple semigroups with the property that W G 6 = WmG. But according to 6, Proposition 5.1], U K = UmK for any e-local e-variety U of E-solid regular semigroups and any variety K of groups. Hence the e-variety they exhibit is not e-local. However, for any e-variety U of completely simple semigroups, LU = L(U\G) and by the corollary (and the e-locality of any group variety { see below), L(U\G) = (U\G) RZ, whence LU = U RZ.
We now provide some applications of Theorem 3.1. In view of the arguments above, these subdivide naturally.
In 5] it was proven that for any variety H of groups, the e-variety CR(H), comprising the completely regular semigroups, all of whose maximal subgroups belong to H, is e-local. Szendrei 11] showed that every e-variety of orthodox completely regular semigroups is e-local. In particular, the e-varieties S and B are e-local. Further, any group variety is e-local. By 6, Proposition 2.3], for any e-variety W of regular semigroups that contains S, the e-variety CW is e-local. In particular, ES = CCR is e-local and for any band variety W containing S, the e-variety CW, comprising the orthodox semigroups whose bands belong to W, is e-local. The latter class includes I = CS, O = CB, GI = CNB and the e-varieties of left and of right unipotent semigroups (whose bands are, respectively, left and right regular). Since CS = I, any e-variety of the form described contains all inverse semigroups and therefore is not contained in CR. COROLLARY 3.4 For any e-variety U of the form CW, where W is an e-variety containing S, LU = U RZ. Any regular semigroup that is locally in U is a locally isomorphic image of a regular subsemigroup of a Rees matrix semigroup over U. In particular this is true for U the e-varieties of inverse, orthodox, E-solid, generalized inverse, left and right unipotent semigroups.
Proof. The equations follow from the preceding remarks. The statement about local isomorphisms follows from (vi) of the Theorem.
Some of the equations in the latter corollary were proved in 6, x4], as consequences of the covering theorems of McAlister cited in the remark at the end of the previous section. As remarked there, he proves stronger statements than those in the last corollary. 4 The case of monoid e-varieties U The situation where U is an e-variety of monoids is, perhaps, more natural than that where it is an e-variety of semigroups, since in the latter case LU = L(U \ Mon) (here Mon denoting the class of regular monoids). However, in the broader consideration of U RZ this is no longer true, so we have presented the most general situation in the preceding sections. It is possible to specialize the previous arguments to the monoid case. However, it turns out that all of the major results for monoids may be obtained quite directly from the semigroup case.
Except where otherwise noted, in this section U will denote an e-variety of regular monoids. All semidirect products A R, where A is a monoid and R is a right zero semigroup, will be assumed to have right unitary actions (that is, R acts by monoid endomorphisms on A). If U is such an e-variety then U RZ now denotes the e-variety of regular semigroups generated by the semidirect products Reg (A R), A 2 U;R 2 RZ, as in 6], or by the wreath products Reg (Awr R), A 2 U;R 2 RZ (using the same de nition of wreath product as in the cited paper).
We need a well-known connection between monoid and semigroup e-varieties. Let U be any e-variety of regular monoids and denote by hUi the e-variety of regular semigroups that it generates. Clearly hUi is monoidal, in the terminology of the preceding section.
Thus for any T 2 hUi, the monoid T 1 belongs to hUi and hence to U itself. It is easily seen that hUi \ Mon = U. (In fact, hUi and LU are, respectively, the least and greatest e-varieties of regular semigroups whose monoids are precisely those of U.)
We also need the following observation: if C is a category that regular divides a semigroup T, then C r T 1 . For if is the division we may simply adjoin to it all the pairs (1 c ; 1); c 2 V C { see 13, p.99].
Although we do not need any of the monoidal versions of the preliminaries of x1 in the sequel, a few remarks are nevertheless in order. For instance, a slight modi cation of the proof of Proposition 1.1 shows that for any e-variety U of regular monoids, either U CR (the latter denoting the e-variety of completely regular monoids, now) or U contains the monoid B 1 2 , the monoid of 2 2 matrix units, (in which case it contains all the monoids B 1 X , generally called the`monoids of matrix units'). The statement and proof of Proposition 1.9 carry over to the monoid (and category) case if we adjoin an identity element to the consolidation of each category considered, and to each semigroup B X .
The analogue of Theorem 2.1 is the following. The addition of condition (vi) points out the explicit connection with that result. THEOREM 4.1 Let U be a nontrivial e-variety of monoids. The following are equivalent, for any regular semigroup S:
(i) S 2 U RZ;
(ii) S E 2 gU; (iii) S E regularly divides a monoid in U; (iv) S regularly divides a regular Rees matrix semigroup over some monoid in U; (v) S regularly divides Reg (A R), for some A 2 U and R 2 RZ. (vi) S 2 hUi RZ. If, in addition, U 6 CR, these conditions are equivalent to (vii) (S E ) 1 cd 2 U.
In that case, S is a locally isomorphic image of a regular subsemigroup of a Rees matrix semigroup over (S E ) 1 cd .
Proof. Clearly (i) implies (vi); and if S r A R, for some A 2 hUi and R 2 RZ, then also S r A 1 R (with the obvious extension of the action of R to A 1 ), where, as noted above, A 1 2 U. Hence (i) and (vi) are equivalent and we shall apply Theorem 2.1 to hUi.
Suppose (vi) holds. Then by (i) ) (iii) of that theorem, S E r T, for some semigroup T 2 hUi. But then S E r T 1 , where T 1 2 U, and so (iii) holds. Now since U hUi, the implication (ii) ) (i) of the cited theorem shows that (ii) implies (vi) here. Assuming (iii), from Theorem 2.1 we have S regularly dividing a regular Rees matrix semigroup over some semigroup T 2 hUi; but then S regularly divides the corresponding matrix semigroup over the monoid T 1 2 U, so (iv) holds. That (iv) implies (v) proceeds similarly. Clearly (v) implies (i).
Hence (i) through (vi) are equivalent. Now suppose U 6 CR (where the latter is the e-variety of completely regular monoids, in this context). Then hUi 6 hCRi, the e-variety of all completely regular semigroups. By Theorem 2.1, if S satis es (vi) then (S E ) cd 2 hUi, whence (S E ) 1 cd 2 U. Conversely, if the latter condition holds, then (S E ) cd 2 hUi, and so, by the cited theorem, (vi) holds.
The nal statement follows from the corresponding one in the cited theorem, applied to hUi, for the matrix semigroup over (S E ) cd may be embedded in that over (S E ) 1 cd .
We remark that if, in Proposition 2.2, is a regular category division from S E to a monoid T, then for each idempotent e of S we may choose p ee = 1, since 1 2 (e; e; e) . (However, it may unduly restrictive to do so.)
The analogue of Corollary 2.3 clearly also holds for any nontrivial e-variety U of regular monoids.
The categorical analogue of our other main theorem (Theorem 3.1) is the following. Note that e-locality is now a necessary and su cient condition. From the remarks at Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 3.1. The equivalence of (i) and (vi) is immediate from the paragraph preceding Proposition 4.2. The equivalence of (vi) and (ii) follows from Corollary 3.2, applied to hUi, in conjunction with Proposition 4.2. Implicit in the proof of the converse part of that proposition is the implication (ii) ) (iii). Clearly (iii) implies (ii). The remaining equivalences follow easily from the preceding theorem.
Various equations follow, similarly to those in the preceding section. In view of Proposition 4.2, results such as LCR = CR RZ, where CR is the e-variety of completely regular monoids, follow immediately from the corresponding results for semigroup evarieties. Similar remarks apply to the applications of Corollary 3.4. We therefore leave the reader to ll in the details.
It is unknown whether there exist any non-e-local e-varieties of regular monoids, and thus whether the equation LU = U RZ ever fails in this situation.
